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GEORGE MUSSER, ON WAKING UP
Esten Garey

For an empirical science, physics can be remarkably dismissive of some of our
most basic observations. We see objects existing in definite locations, but the
wave nature of matter washes that away. We perceive time to flow, but how
could it, really? We feel ourselves to be free agents, and that’s just quaint.
Physicists like nothing better than to expose our view of the universe as
parochial. Which is great. But when asked why our impressions are so off,
they mumble some excuse and slip out the side door of the party.
Physicists, in other words, face the same hard problem of consciousness as
neuroscientists do: the problem of bridging objective description and
subjective experience. To relate fundamental theory to what we actually
observe in the world, they must explain what it means “to observe”—to
become conscious of. And they tend to be slapdash about it. They divide the
world into “system” and “observer,” study the former intensely, and take the
latter for granted—or, worse, for a fool.
A purely atomic explanation of behavior may be just that: an explanation of what atoms
do. It would say nothing about brains, much less minds.
In their ambitions to create a full naturalistic explanation of the world,
physicists have some clues, such as theparadoxes of black holes and the
arbitrariness of the Standard Model of particles. These are our era’s version of
the paradoxes of atoms and light that drove Einstein and others to develop
quantum mechanics and relativity theory. The mysteries of the mind seldom
come up. And they should. Understanding the mind is difficult and may be
downright impossible in our current scientific framework. As philosopher
David Chalmers told a Foundational Questions Institute conference last
summer, “We won’t have a theory of everything without a theory of
consciousness.” Having cracked open protons and scoured the skies for
things that current theories can’t explain, physicists are humbled to learn the
biggest exception of all may lie in our skulls.
Solving these deep problems will be a multigenerational project, but we are
seeing the early stages of a convergence. It has become a thing for theoretical
physicists to weigh in on consciousness and, returning thefavor, for
neuroscientists to weigh in on physics. Neuroscientists have been developing
theories that are comprehensive in scope, built on basic principles, open to
experimental testing, and mathematically meaty—in a word, physics-y.
Taken from an essay by George Musser on neuroscience in
physics. https://nautil.us/a-theory-of-consciousness-can-help-build-a-theoryof-everything-6121/
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